Aneuploidy fraction but not DNA index is important for the prognosis of patients with stage I and II breast cancer--10-year results.
Individual assessment of the prognosis of patients with breast cancer is crucial for the selection of risk-adapted adjuvant therapy and in follow-up. Parameters from DNA flow-cytometry have been shown to provide significant prognostic information, but published results are in conflict and there are only a few investigations with long-term follow-up. The aim of this study is to clarify the impact of tumor DNA data on the clinical course of stage I and stage II breast cancer patients. Several flow-cytometry DNA analyses were performed on tumor samples derived from 191 breast cancer patients entered in a controlled clinical trial after a median follow-up of more than 10 years. In addition to DNA index (DNI) and the percentage of cells in S phase (SPF), an index, designated aneuploidy fraction (AF), was determined. It ascertains the percentage of aneuploid cells out of all cells in the DNA flow-cytometry histogram, and its reproducibility has been tested by measurements of AF in two different samples of the same tumor. Univariate analyses and, in the 122 patients for whom complete information was available, a Cox model, were performed to investigate the individual prognostic impact of flow-cytometry parameters compared with established clinical factors. AF proved to be a very valuable prognostic indicator both in univariate and multivariate analyses, whereas DNI and SPF failed to provide independent prognostic information. The combination of AF and lymph node status clearly identifies different prognostic subgroups in operable breast cancer. Routine evaluation of patients with breast cancer should include tumor DNA flow-cytometry. Aneuploidy fraction is a valuable tool in assessing an individual patient's prognosis and thus can help in the choice of the appropriate adjuvant treatment strategy. Whether it, rather than DNI and SPF should be used, as we found, needs to be validated in a larger prospective investigation.